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A B S T R A C T   

Bone regeneration in critical-sized defects is a clinical challenge, with biomaterials under constant development 
aiming at enhancing the natural bone healing process. The delivery of bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) in 
appropriate carriers represents a promising strategy for bone defect treatment but optimisation of the spatial- 
temporal release is still needed for the regeneration of bone with biological, structural, and mechanical prop-
erties comparable to the native tissue. Nonlinear micro finite element (μFE) models can address some of these 
challenges by providing a tool able to predict the biomechanical strength and microdamage onset in newly 
formed bone when subjected to physiological or supraphysiological loads. Yet, these models need to be validated 
against experimental data. In this study, experimental local displacements in newly formed bone induced by 
osteoinductive biomaterials subjected to in situ X-ray computed tomography compression in the apparent elastic 
regime and measured using digital volume correlation (DVC) were used to validate μFE models. Displacement 
predictions from homogeneous linear μFE models were highly correlated to DVC-measured local displacements, 
while tissue heterogeneity capturing mineralisation differences showed negligible effects. Nonlinear μFE models 
improved the correlation and showed that tissue microdamage occurs at low apparent strains. Microdamage 
seemed to occur next to large cavities or in biomaterial-induced thin trabeculae, independent of the minerali-
sation. While localisation of plastic strain accumulation was similar, the amount of damage accumulated in these 
locations was slightly higher when including material heterogeneity. These results demonstrate the ability of the 
nonlinear μFE model to capture local microdamage in newly formed bone tissue and can be exploited to improve 
the current understanding of healing bone and mechanical competence. This will ultimately aid the development 
of BMPs delivery systems for bone defect treatment able to regenerate bone with optimal biological, mechanical, 
and structural properties.   

1. Introduction 

Bone displays a unique ability to restore form and function following 
injury. However, the self-healing capacity of bone is limited in many 
clinical situations including non-union fracture, high-energy trauma or 
bone tumour resection leading to critical-sized bone defects (Nauth 
et al., 2011, 2018; Schemitsch, 2017). The management of large bone 
defects remains a major surgical challenge, with the use of autografts 

and allografts as the gold standard for bone repair and regeneration 
(Keating et al., 2005; Sen and Miclau, 2007). Both approaches present 
considerable limitations and complications such as donor site morbidity, 
limited availability, immune rejection, and pathogen transfer (Banwart 
et al., 1995; Dimitriou et al., 2011; Grover et al., 2011; Mankin et al., 
2005). Bone tissue engineering approaches and biomaterials are under 
constant development aiming to provide enhanced strategies to treat 
bone defects (Cidonio et al., 2020; Mohammadi et al., 2018; Pereira 
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et al., 2020). Despite numerous advances in biomaterials development 
that enable cell differentiation in terms of bone formation while 
providing adequate structural and mechanical support, only a small 
number are currently used clinically (Winkler et al., 2018). This is 
partially due to the difficulties in mimicking the mechanobiological 
processes involved in the physiological healing cascade of bone tissue 
(Winkler et al., 2018). 

To improve the clinical outcomes of biomaterials for bone regener-
ation, new strategies rely on the application of osteoinductive com-
pounds, such as bone morphogenetic proteins (e.g. BMP-2), with 
osteoconductive carriers providing the structural matrix for bone 
regeneration (e.g., collagen scaffolds) (Chen et al., 2010; Kowalczewski 
and Saul, 2018; Martin and Bettencourt, 2018; De Witte et al., 2018). 
BMP-2 need to reach the injured site without loss of bioactivity and 
remain in the target location over the healing time-frame (Chen et al., 
2010). The development of a delivery system capable of providing 
appropriate spatial-temporal release and structural support, while 
providing space for growing bone tissue and enabling the sensing of 
mechanical cues is, therefore, essential to transfer the treatment safely 
and effectively to the clinic (Dawson et al., 2008, 2011; Mousa et al., 
2018). 

The efficacy of bone defect treatments is generally assessed in terms 
of bone regeneration. However, the evaluation of biomechanical 
strength of bone newly formed during the healing process remains a key 
factor to demonstrate the ability of different delivery systems to restore 
bone that is mechanically load bearing (Krishnan et al., 2017; Lee et al., 
2013; Peña Fernández et al., 2020a; 2019; Raina et al., 2020; Tayton 
et al., 2015). On the one hand, biomechanical stability needs to appro-
priately withstand physiological loads which enables early mobilisation 
without additional risk of fracture, delayed repair and/or non-union 
formation (Augat et al., 2021). On the other hand, bone healing is a 
mechano-regulated process where tissue undergoes continued differen-
tiation according to the sensed mechanical stimuli (García-Aznar et al., 
2021; Huiskes et al., 1997; Lacroix and Prendergast, 2002). Therefore, 
the mechanical environment in and around the defect site during heal-
ing must provide adequate mechanobiological cues without damaging 
bone during the healing process. 

Traditional mechanical tests such as indentation, compression and 
tension, have been previously used to characterise the mechanical 
properties of the newly formed bone tissue induced by different bio-
materials (Cipitria et al., 2012, 2013, 2015; Tayton et al., 2015). More 
recently, through a combination of high-resolution X-ray computed to-
mography (XCT) and digital volume correlation (DVC), the local 
deformation of bone newly regenerated by osteoconductive (Peña 
Fernández et al., 2019) and osteoinductive (Peña Fernández et al., 
2020a) biomaterials implanted in critical-sized bone defects has pro-
vided important information on the strain transfer mechanisms of such 
complex heterogeneous structures. However, these mechanical evalua-
tions are generally constrained to a small number of samples, loading 
scenarios, and time points due to the destructive nature of the me-
chanical testing and the limited availability of the tissue. Micro finite 
element (μFE) models represent a powerful tool to non-invasively pre-
dict local and structural mechanical properties of bone during regen-
eration (Jaecques et al., 2004). When combined with high resolution 
XCT imaging, μFE models can resolve the large structural heterogene-
ities of newly formed bone tissue (Li et al., 2019; Paul et al., 2021; 
Suzuki et al., 2020). They are, therefore, useable to better understand 
the biomechanical strength under different loading conditions and the 
impact of bone defect treatments on the mechanical competence of the 
regenerated tissue. Nevertheless, before their application in preclinical 
assessment, these models need to be validated against experimental data 
at the same length scale. 

Linear elastic μFE models of healing bone have been previously 
validated for the prediction of apparent mechanical properties (i.e. 
stiffness) of healing bone in critical-sized bone defects with and without 
implanted biomaterials (Doyle et al., 2015; Schwarzenberg et al., 2021; 

Shefelbine et al., 2005; Weis et al., 2010) showing that, as long as tissue 
mechanical properties are known, the apparent stiffness can be accu-
rately predicted (Wolfram et al., 2010). Yet, validation of the local 
mechanical environment from μFE models in healing bone remains 
missing. This is of fundamental importance to understand the relation-
ships between tissue heterogeneity, complex three-dimensional (3D) 
structure, and local deformation. 

To date, DVC remains the only available experimental technique 
providing 3D measurements of local displacements and derived strains 
within bone structures (Peña Fernández et al., 2021), and it has been 
previously used to validate local displacements predicted by linear 
elastic μFE models of bone structures (Chen et al., 2017; Fu et al., 2021; 
Hussein et al., 2018; Kusins et al., 2019; Palanca et al., 2022; Zauel et al., 
2006), showing excellent correlation between experimental and pre-
dicted values when DVC displacements are used as boundary conditions 
for μFE models. However, bone displays a linear elastic-viscoplastic 
behaviour, where localised microdamage may occur even within the 
apparent elastic regime (Morgan et al., 2003; Schwiedrzik and Zysset, 
2013; Stipsitz et al., 2020). This is even more critical in newly formed 
bone within a defect since structural and material heterogeneity could 
have a larger impact on the local mechanics of the tissue. Consequently, 
microdamage may appear at low apparent deformations, compromising 
the biomechanical stability of the defect site and, thus, the regeneration 
process. While DVC-measured strains fields may suggest regions in 
which microdamage will appear (Peña Fernández et al., 2021; 2020b), 
limitations in the resolution of both XCT imaging (i.e., microscale) and 
DVC measurements do not allow for the identification and quantifica-
tion of local microdamage until cracks have fully developed in the 
structure. Therefore, in order to identify the onset of local microdamage 
nonlinear μFE models can be used, where microdamage is modelled as a 
function of the accumulated plastic strain (Charlebois et al., 2010; 
Schwiedrzik and Zysset, 2013; Zysset, 1994). The combination of such 
nonlinear μFE models with experimental DVC-displacement measure-
ments as boundary conditions can pave the way to investigate the 
occurrence of microdamage in bone tissue during in situ experiments, 
improving the correlation between experimental and predicted dis-
placements fields and ultimately, validating nonlinear μFE models 
predictions. 

Therefore, this study aims to investigate the occurrence of early 
microdamage in newly regenerated bone induced by osteoinductive 
biomaterials that were applied to critical-sized bone defects and sub-
jected to low apparent strains in situ. To do so, experimentally DVC- 
measured displacements fields and validated specimen-specific μFE 
models based on high-resolution XCT images are combined. There are 
four specific objectives: (1) use experimental DVC measurements to 
validate displacement fields predicted by linear elastic μFE models in the 
newly formed bone; (2) assess the influence of material heterogeneity on 
the prediction of displacements from μFE models; (3) analyse tissue 
microdamage in the apparent elastic regime using nonlinear μFE 
models; (4) evaluate the impact of material heterogeneity on tissue 
microdamage. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Newly formed bone specimens 

Newly formed bone specimens used in this study were provided from 
an ovine study led by Professor Oreffo with colleagues at University of 
Southampton (UK) and without which this analysis could not have been 
undertaken. Briefly, critical-sized defects (9 mm diameter by 10 mm 
depth) were induced bilaterally in the medial femoral condyles of Welsh 
Upland Ewes (>5 years old) under Home Office license PPL30/2880 and 
four different treatments were applied within the defect site: autograft 
material, InductOs, Laponite and empty defect (i.e., blank). InductOs 
and Laponite consist of a collagen sponge incorporating BMP-2 in a 
formulation buffer or in a Laponite clay gel, respectively. Condyles were 
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harvested 10 weeks post-implantation and trimmed in size using a low- 
speed precision saw (Isomet, Buehler, UK). Sectioned samples were then 
cut down to the central region of the defect site, and n = 8 cylindrical 
bone specimens (5 mm in diameter and 11 mm in length) were cored 
from the defect areas, perpendicular to the orientation of the original 
bone defects (i.e., anteroposterior direction) and avoiding regions with 
unsuccessful bone-bridging. This resulted in cylindrical bone specimens 
consisting of newly formed and pre-existing trabecular bone, as the 
boundary between both could not clearly be distinguished. For more 
details about the preparation of the specimens and biomaterials please 
refer to Peña Fernández et al. (2020a). 

2.2. Experimental testing 

In situ mechanical testing and XCT was performed with a loading 
device (CT500, Deben Ltd, UK) positioned inside an X-ray microscope 
(Versa 510, Zeiss, Pleasanton, USA). Bone specimens were subjected to 
uniaxial step-wise compression in displacement control at a constant 
cross-head speed of 0.2 mm/min while immersed in physiological buffer 
solution. First, a small preload (~2 N) was applied to ensure end-contact 
prior to testing, followed by step-wise compression at three different 
levels: 1%, 2%, and 3% compression (Fig. S1a). Compression was 
applied by assigning a given displacement to the loading stage actuator 
(i.e., the travel corresponding to 1%, 2%, or 3% of the specimen’s free 
length), resulting on a compression not only of the bone specimens, but 
also the endcaps, and small deformation of the entire loading system. 
XCT images were acquired (60 kV, 5 W, 10 s exposure time, and 1800 
projections per scan) in the preload configuration and at each 
compression level with an isotropic voxel size of 5 μm. Additionally, a 
densiometric calibration phantom (microCT-HA, QRM, Germany) con-
taining five insertions with various hydroxyapatite concentrations was 
imaged under identical experimental conditions and used to calibrate 
the XCT grey-scale values into tissue mineral density (TMD) (Fig. S1b). 
Following image acquisition, the XCT datasets were rigidly registered 
using the preload scan as a reference and minimising the difference 
between the reference and target image using the Euclidean distance. 
Thereafter, XCT images were denoised by applying a non-local means 
filter (σ = 10) and segmented using Otsu’s thresholding algorithm in Fiji 
(Schindelin et al., 2012). A morphometric analysis was carried out with 
BoneJ (Doube et al., 2010) (see Table 1). 

Digital volume correlation (DaVis v8.4, LaVision, Germany) was 
performed on the masked images, with the original grey-scale value in 
the bone voxels and zero elsewhere, to avoid regions with insufficient 
grey-scale pattern (i.e., voids) and used to evaluate the 3D full-field 
displacement and strain distribution in the bone specimens throughout 
the apparent elastic regime adopting previously developed protocols 
(Peña Fernández et al., 2018; Peña Fernández et al., 2020a). A multipass 
approach with a final subvolume size of 40 pixels (200 μm) reached via 

predictor passes using subvolumes of 56, 48, and 44 voxels was used as 
the best compromise between precision and spatial resolution of the 
DVC measurements, with errors below 2 μm for displacements and 
below 200 με for strains (Dall’Ara et al., 2017; Peña Fernández et al., 
2020a). 

2.3. μFE modelling 

Specimen specific μFE models were generated based on the XCT 
scans of the bone specimens. XCT images were first coarsened to 20 μm 
voxel size to reduce computational cost. This was less than one-fifth of 
the measured trabecular thickness for all bone specimens, as recom-
mended for convergence (Niebur et al., 1999; Wolfram et al., 2010). The 
scaled XCT volumes were segmented using Otsu’s global thresholding 
and unconnected bone regions were removed using a connected com-
ponents filter in Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012). Only elements with surface 
connectivity were kept in the models. 3.5 mm cubic regions were 
cropped from the segmented images near the centre of each specimen to 
reduce artefacts resulting from both the entrapped bone debris and 
DVC-measurements at the edges of the specimens (Comini et al., 2019; 
Peña Fernández et al., 2018). μFE models of the cubic bone regions were 
then created by direct conversion of image voxels into isotropic linear 
eight-node hexahedral finite element (Fig. 1a). The μFE simulations 
were driven by displacement boundary conditions, where a unique 3D 
displacement was applied to the nodes included in the six external 
surfaces of the meshed cubic volume by trilinear interpolation of the 
DVC-measured displacement field (Buljac et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2017) 
(Fig. 1b). 

For the homogeneous isotropic linear elastic μFE models a specimen- 
specific Young’s modulus, E0, was assigned based on the average TMD of 
each specimen (Table 2). The lowest (485 mg HA/cm3) and highest 
(1850 mg HA/cm3) TMD value were matched to the lowest and highest 
tissue modulus (3.14 GPa and 19.75 GPa, respectively) measured by 
nanoindentation tests in ovine trabecular bone (Harrison et al., 2008), 
which resulted in the following equation: 

E0(GPa)=TMD
(

mg HA
cm3

)

× 0.0123 − 3.0119 (1) 

Nonlinear μFE models were generated using an isotropic linear 
elastic-viscoplastic damage model for bone tissue (Schwiedrzik and 
Zysset, 2013), and details of the constitutive equations may be found in 
the supplementary material (Section S2). The rheological model used for 
the implemented constitutive law is a damageable elastic spring in series 
with a plastic pad and a dashpot element in parallel. While in the purely 
elastic regime the model behaves independently of the strain rate, 
plastic strains accumulate using a Perzyna-type viscoplasticity formu-
lation. Damage accumulation is coupled to the plasticity using a damage 
scalar function, D, dependent on the accumulated plastic strain, κ, 
reducing all elements of the stiffness tensor, and defined as D = 1 −

e− kpκ. In this study, kp = 10.5 following Zysset (1994) and D is limited 
between 0 and 1. The linear domain was limited by a quadric yield 
surface featuring a Drucker-Prager criterion (Schwiedrzik et al., 2013) 
which was realised using tensile and compressive yield stresses (σ+

0 and 
σ−

0 , respectively) which can be recast into cohesion and friction coeffi-
cient (Schwiedrzik et al., 2013). Fixing the interaction parameter ζ0 =

0.49 ensures that the generalised quadric criterion represents a cone 
with a blunted tip (Fig. S2). The yield surface accounts for the 
tension-compression asymmetry of bone via a tension to compression 
ratio, σ+

0 /σ−
0 of 2/3 which was observed for trabecular bone tissue by 

Zysset (1994) and corroborated by Mirzaali et al. (2015, 2016), and 
Wolfram et al., (2012) for cortical and trabecular bone, respectively. The 
post-yield behaviour featured isotropic, linear hardening (Fig. S2) with a 
hardening coefficient kh = 0.05E0 (Bayraktar et al., 2004). The material 
model was implemented in Fortran as a user material routine UMAT for 
Abaqus/Standard (v6 R2018, Simulia, Providence, RI) following 

Table 1 
Mineral and morphological properties of the bone specimens. Average tissue 
mineral density (Avg-TMD), bone volume fraction (BV/TV), mean trabecular 
thickness (Tb.Th), mean trabecular spacing (Tb.Sp) and degree of anisotropy 
(DA) are reported. DA was determined using the mean intercept method (MIL) 
(Odgaard, 1997) as DA = 1 − λshort axis/λlong axis , with λ being the eigenvalues 
which relate to the lengths of the fitted ellipsoid’s axes.  

Specimen Avg-TMD in mg 
HA/cm3 

BV/TV 
in % 

Tb.Th in 
μm 

Tb.Sp in 
μm 

DA 

Autograft#1 1210.1 46.1 222.3 483.9 0.88 
Autograft#2 1240.0 33.9 267.4 735.9 0.88 
InductOS#1 1107.2 52.2 232.7 476.6 0.61 
InuductOS#2 1202.9 54.6 147.3 338.1 0.52 
InductOS#3 1253.4 40.7 267.8 839.6 0.86 
Laponite#1 1152.3 22.4 106.8 465.8 0.62 
Laponite#2 1153.0 45.4 141.2 338.8 0.52 
Blank 1200.8 36.0 209.2 706.0 0.65  
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Schwiedrzik and Zysset (2013). Geometric nonlinearities were accoun-
ted for in each nonlinear μFE model. 

For the homogeneous nonlinear μFE models each element was 
assigned a specimen-specific Young’s modulus, E0, based on the average 
TMD. Specimen-specific compressive yield stresses, σ−

0 , were calculated 
from the compressive axial yield strain of hydrated bone extracellular 
matrix, ε−0 = 0.75% (Schwiedrzik et al., 2017) and the respective E0 of 
the particular specimen (i.e., σ−

0 = E0ε−0 ). In all models, Poisson’s ratio 
was assumed to be υ0 = 0.3 for all elements (Schwiedrzik and Zysset, 
2015). The homogeneous material properties of all bone specimens are 
summarised in Table 2. 

The μFE models with heterogenous material properties were gener-
ated by binning the TMD into ten intervals (Fig. 1c–f). The average TMD 
in each interval was computed and Equation (1) was used to convert 
TMD into Young’s modulus, Ei with i = [1, 2,…,10]. Compressive yield 

stresses were then calculated from the Young’s Modulus, Ei, and the 
compressive yield strain, ε−0 , as σ−

i = Eiε−0 . Finally, tensile yield stresses 
were computed using the tension to compression ratio, σ+

i /σ−
i of 2/3. 

Heterogeneous μFE models consisted then of ten different material 
descriptions. 

The largest μFE model contained over 2.9 million elements (over 10 
million degrees of freedom) and models were solved in Abaqus/Stan-
dard (v6 R2018, Simulia, Providence, RI) using parallel distributed 
memory and 20 CPUs on Heriot-Watt University’s HPC facility ‘Rocks’. 

2.4. Post-processing 

For post-processing, the generated Abaqus .odb files were converted 
to .vtk files following (Liu et al., 2017). Data was analysed in Python 3 
and visualised in ParaView (v5.9.0), where the hexahedral meshes were 
smoothed for better visualisation. To allow elementwise correlation of 
microdamage with tensile and compressive stress states, the Frobenius 
norm of the stress tensor, σ, was calculated as σ =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
σ : σ

√
=

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅σijσji
√ , 

where ’:’ denotes the double scalar product. Stresses in the tensile, shear, 
or compressive domain were identify using the shear plane (i.e., tri-
sectrix) with normal vector n. If sign(σ : n) > 0, the stress was considered 
a tensile stress state. If sign(σ : n) < 0, the norm of the stress tensor was 
multiplied with a negative sign and considered a compressive stress 
state. Consequently, if sign(σ : n) = 0 would yield a shear stress. This 
allowed it to classify elements loaded beyond yield into those with 
tensile and compressive damage (D+ and D− , respectively) based on the 
stress state (tensile and compressive stress, respectively) to relate how 
loading mode correlates to damage sites. 

Fig. 1. (a) Autograft#1 cylindrical bone specimen and representation of the 3.5 mm cubic volume of interest used for μFE modelling. In situ XCT compression loading 
was applied in the Z direction. (b) DVC-derived displacements at the cube surfaces were applied as boundary conditions. (c–f) Binning of tissue mineral density 
(TMD) values for heterogeneous μFE models. (c) The spatial distribution of the TMD shows higher mineralisation of the more mature trabeculae compared to the 
newly formed bone tissue in Autograft#1. (e) Binning of TMD into ten unique values adequately capture the TMD variance in the specimen. (d) Histograms show 
TMD over all unique finite elements and (f) binned into ten regions. Red vertical lines indicate mean values used for the homogeneous linear and nonlinear 
μFE models. 

Table 2 
Material properties of bone specimens for the homogeneous linear and nonlinear 
μFE models. Young’s modulus, E0, tensile, σ+

0 , and compressive, σ−
0 , yield 

stresses are reported.  

Specimen E0 in GPa σ+
0 in MPa σ−

0 in MPa 

Autograft#1 12.87 59.01 88.52 
Autograft#2 12.24 60.84 91.26 
InductOS#1 10.61 52.72 79.08 
InuductOS#2 11.78 58.58 87.86 
InductOS#3 12.40 61.66 92.49 
Laponite#1 11.16 55.48 83.22 
Laponite#2 11.17 55.52 83.28 
Blank 11.76 58.45 87.67  
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2.5. Statistical analyses 

Statistical analyses were performed using Gnu R (RStudio 1.4.1103). 
Comparison between experimental displacements obtained from DVC 
measurements and μFE predictions was performed at corresponding 
locations, identified as the centre of the DVC subvolumes located inside 
the μFE mesh (Chen et al., 2017). The goodness of the computational 
predictions was initially investigated using linear regressions focussing 
on the correlation between numerical and experimental displacements 
(magnitude and Cartesian components). For each bone specimen and 
loading step the slope, intercept, and the coefficient of determination 
(r2) were evaluated for comparison with previous studies (Chen et al., 
2017; Oliviero et al., 2018; Zauel et al., 2006). The accuracy of the 
predictions was then assessed through the mean absolute error (MAE), 
root mean square error (RMSE), the absolute maximum value of the 
difference between the predicted and the experimental value (MaxErr), 

and the concordance correlation coefficient (rc) (Lin, 1989). 
Bland-Altman plots (Bland and Altman, 1986) were used to evaluate the 
variance in agreement between the experimental and numerical results. 
The μFE models were considered valid if rc ≥ 0.95, and MAE,  RMSE 
were ≤ 2  μm, which is the precision of the DVC measurements. Similar 
analysis was performed to compare homogeneous and heterogeneous 
linear μFE results. 

The agreement between homogeneous and heterogenous nonlinear 
μFE models was performed for yielded elements (i.e., D > 0,κ > 0). Two- 
sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to compare the distribution of 
the accumulated plastic strain and paired two-sided Wilcoxon test was 
used to detect shifts in median. Violin and quantile-quantile plots were 
employed to show the comparison between both models. Finally, the 
correlation of D andκ in yielded elements was assessed through rc. 

Fig. 2. Magnitude (||U||) and Cartesian 
components (Ux, Uy and Uz) of the dis-
placements measured from DVC analysis and 
predicted by the homogeneous linear elastic 
μFE models for the three compression steps. 
Data points are colour-coded for each bone 
specimen. The 1:1 relationship is plotted 
with a dashed line. Concordance correlation 
coefficient (rc) of the pooled data is indi-
cated for each load step and displacement 
component. Statistical analyses for the indi-
vidual specimens are reported in 
Tables S1–S3.   
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3. Results 

3.1. Homogeneous linear elastic μFE models 

Scatterplots of DVC-measured local displacements versus predictions 
of homogeneous linear elastic μFE models at the three loading steps 
demonstrate good agreement of both methods for all the bone specimens 
except InductOs#3 and Laponite#1 (Fig. 2). A systematic under-
prediction of the displacements along the Y direction was observed for 
InductOs#3, while Laponite#1 displayed higher variability in the data, 
particularly along the Z direction, which increased with increasing the 
compression of the sample. Local displacement magnitudes predicted by 
the μFE models highly correlated with the experimental measurements 
(rc > 0.94), except for InductOs#3 specimen where rc ranged between 
[0.64, 0.81] (Tables S1–S3). rc indicated that regressions were close to 
the 1:1 relationship for all specimens except for InductOs#3 in which rc 
translates into slopes ranging between [0.63, 1.05] and intercepts be-
tween [− 0.84, 9.05] μm. MAE and RMSE of the displacement magni-
tudes were ≤2 μm for all bone specimens except for IndcutOs#3, where 
MAE and RMSE ranged between [1.52, 3.17] μm (Tables S1–S3). The 
largest MaxErr of 11.09 μm was found for the InductOs#3 specimen at 
2% applied compression (Table S2), while the remaining specimens 
showed maximum errors below 5.3 μm. No particular trends were 
observed with increasing compression. 

Predicted displacements along the loading direction (Z direction) 
showed excellent agreement with the experimental data at all 
compression steps (rc ≥ 0.96), MAE and RMSE ≤1.93 μm and MaxErr 
≤5.05 μm (Tables S1–S3) for all bone specimens, with the exception of 
InductOs#3. This specimen displayed MaxErr of 9.42 μm at 2% 
compression (Table S2). Fair to excellent agreement was observed along 
the transverse X direction with rc ranging from [0.80, 1.00], while MAE 
and RMSE ≤1.26 μm and MaxErr ≤4.62 μm – again the InductOs#3 
specimen showed a MaxErr of 8.19 μm at 2% compression 
(Tables S1–S3). Lowest agreement was observed in the transverse Y 
direction (rc ranging from [0.56, 0.98]) (Tables S1–S3), but MAE and 
RMSE remained ≤1.26 μm and MaxErr ≤4.62 μm for all bone specimens 
except for InductOs#3, where MAE and RMSE ≤3.73 μm and MaxErr 
≤15.41 μm at 3% compression (Table S3). 

The 3D distribution of the displacement magnitude residuals and 
Bland-Altman plots of the bone specimens showing the lowest agree-
ment at 3% applied compression, InductOs#3 and Laponite#1, are 
shown in Fig. 3 (for all bone specimens please refer to Fig. S3). For both 
specimens, the region with largest disagreement appears close to large 
voids in the structure (Fig. 3a, c). An underprediction of the displace-
ment magnitude of about 10 μm can be seen for the InductOs#3 spec-
imen (Fig. 3a) and an overestimation of about 9 μm for Laponite#1, with 
the latest showing also an underestimation of the displacement magni-
tude in the regions of the thinnest trabeculae (Fig. 3c). Largest mean 
differences between experimental and simulated displacement magni-
tudes and limits of agreement were estimated for InductOs#3 bone 
specimen (2.11 μm, 6.21 μm, and − 1.99 μm, respectively) compared to 
Laponite#1 (0.47 μm, 4.64 μm, and − 3.78 μm, respectively) (Fig. 3b, d). 

3.2. Heterogeneous linear elastic μFE models 

Despite the clear heterogeneity in TMD of the analysed newly formed 
bone specimens (Fig. 1c) and corresponding Young’s moduli, correlation 
of μFE displacement predictions using homogeneous and heterogeneous 
linear elastic μFE models with DVC-driven boundary conditions were 
identical, with scatterplots demonstrating the good agreement between 
both methods both for local displacements (rc > 0.99) and strains (rc >

0.97) (Fig. S4). The use of a heterogeneous μFE model improved the 
agreement of experimental and predicted displacements along the Y 
direction for Laponite#1 bone specimen, with rc increasing from 0.80 in 
the homogeneous μFE model to 0.88 in the heterogeneous one (Fig. S5), 
albeit larger MaxErr, up to 20.94 μm along the Z direction (Table S5). 

Nevertheless, insignificantly increased residuals of the displacement 
magnitudes were observed (Fig. S6a) and mean of differences and limits 
of agreement remained identical (changes <0.2 μm) (Fig. S6b). 

3.3. Homogeneous nonlinear μFE models 

Including the elastic-viscoplastic behaviour in the μFE models 
increased the agreement between experimental and predicted local 
displacements, which led to decreased scattering in the data of Induc-
tOs#3 and Laponite#1 specimens (Fig. S8). Overall, higher correlation 
of local displacement magnitudes (rc > 0.75) and accuracy (MAE and 
RMSE both <2.29 μm) was found using nonlinear μFE models, but 
MaxErr showed a general increased in all directions (Tables S5–S7). The 
nonlinear nature of the elastic-viscoplastic material model allowed the 
identification of early microdamage in all bone specimens in the 
apparent elastic regime. Microdamaged regions in the bone specimens 
appeared to be in locations in which predicted displacement magnitudes 
using linear μFE models showed higher disagreement with the experi-
mental DVC-measurements (Fig. 4, Table 3). Linear μFE models pre-
dictions led to larger MAE, RMSE and MaxErr in damaged areas (D > 0), 
while higher correlation of local displacement magnitudes (rc > 0.90) 
was found in regions where damage was not present (D = 0) (Table 3). 
Microdamage developed in the more mature trabeculae close to large 
voids, where displacement magnitudes were underestimated Fig. 5, 
Autograft#1 and 2 and InductOs#1 and 2), and in areas of thin newly 
formed trabeculae, where displacement magnitudes were over- and 
underestimated (Fig. 4, InductOs#3 and Laponite#1 and #2). 

The percentage of elements with microdamage increased with the 
applied strain, except for the Autograft#1 specimen which displayed 
more elements damaged at 2% compression (Table 4). InductOs#3 
specimen experienced the largest damaged volume (13.51% volume at 

Fig. 3. Residual analysis for bone specimens showing lowest agreement be-
tween DVC-measured and homogeneous linear elastic μFE predicted displace-
ment magnitude (||U||) at 3% applied compression, namely (a, b) InductOs#3 
and (c, d) Laponite#1. (a, c) Show the 3D distribution of the differences be-
tween experimental and numerical displacement magnitudes and (b, d) the 
Bland-Altman plots displaying the agreement between both methods. The blue 
line denotes the mean difference and green and red lines denote the upper and 
lower limit of agreement, respectively (±1.96 standard deviation from the 
mean difference). 
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3% applied compression), followed by Laponite#1 specimen (10.51% 
volume at 3% applied compression). Interestingly, these specimens 
showed the lowest agreement between DVC-measured and linear μFE 
models predicted displacements (Fig. 2). On the other hand, Autografts 
bone specimens suffered the lowest microdamage in their structure 
(<1.42% damaged volume) (Table 3). Microdamage was more pre-
dominant in compression than in tension, as expected from the nature of 
the experiment, except for Laponite#2 specimen, which displayed more 
elements failing in tension (Table 4). 

Thin newly formed trabeculae induced by the Laponite biomaterial 
accumulated considerable microdamage, both in tension and compres-
sion, as demonstrated in Fig. 5a. Earlier tensile damage was experienced 

by trabeculae oriented perpendicular to the applied load direction (Z- 
direction), whereas those parallel to the load direction showed 
compression damage at later stages. The largest microdamage observed 
in InductOs#3 was driven by structurally critical regions such as pores, 
that acted as stress concentrators (Fig. 5b). Despite the thicker nature of 
the regenerated trabeculae in InductOs#3, incomplete remodelling in 
some areas, which displayed thinner bone bridging, resulted in an 
accumulation of compressive stresses at the surfaces and consequently 
microdamage at the centre of the thinnest trabecular rods, even at low 
apparent strains. Microdamage was also observed around the large 
osteocyte lacunae within newly regenerated bone (Fig. 5b). The analysis 
of the XCT images in InductOs#1 bone specimen (Fig. 6) allowed the 

Fig. 4. Residual of the displacement magnitude (||U||) (left) predicted using the homogeneous linear elastic μFE and local damage (D) regions (right) predicted from 
the nonlinear μFE models at 3% applied compression for all bone specimens. The size of the cubic bone specimens was 3.5 mm3. 
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identification of microcracks at 3% applied compression in correspon-
dence with microdamage regions predicted by the μFE. Similar to 
InductOs#3 bone specimen, a pore in the structure of InductOs#1 acted 
as a stress concentrator but tensile stresses were predominant. Two types 
of microcracks were observed: microcracks perpendicular to the 
trabecular surface and linear microcracks parallel to the trabecular 
surface. 

3.4. Heterogeneous nonlinear μFE models 

The number of predicted damaged elements at 3% applied 
compression was similar for both homogeneous and heterogeneous 
models, with homogeneous models underpredicting the quantity of 
yielded elements for all bone specimens, except the InductOs#3 
(Table 5). For all specimens the difference in damaged elements 
remained below 0.83%. The location of damaged regions did not differ 
when material heterogeneities were included in the nonlinear μFE 
models, with plastic strain accumulating close to large voids and areas of 
thin newly formed trabeculae in both homogeneous and heterogeneous 
models (Fig. 7). Those regions were not, however, the less mineralised 
areas of the bone specimens (Fig. 8). Yet, the heterogeneous μFE models 
tended to predict larger accumulation of plastic strain, κ, compared to 
the homogeneous models, specifically in areas with lower TMD and 
consequently lower Young’s modulus and yield stresses (Fig. 8). This 
was better observed when comparing κ distribution within the damaged 
elements, where heterogeneous μFE models showed a general increase 
of yielded elements with larger plastic strain values for all bone speci-
mens but the Autograft#1 (Fig. 9). Despite the differences in the plastic 
strain distribution was minimal, both the distribution and means were 
significantly different (p − value < 0.0001) when pairing all damaged 
elements. Both κ and damage values were highly correlated between 
homogeneous and heterogeneous nonlinear μFE models (Fig. S9), with 
rc > 0.9 for all bone specimens expect the Autograft#2 (rc = 0.79), 
which displayed the less amount of damaged elements, and the Lapon-
ite#1 (rc = 0.88), which significantly deviated from the 1:1 line for 
highly damaged elements. 

4. Discussion 

The aim of this study was to evaluate early onset of microdamage in 
newly formed bone that was induced by osteoinductive biomaterials in 
critical-sized defects and subjected to compression loading in situ. 

Microdamage was evaluated by combining experimental DVC-measured 
local displacements and validated specimen-specific nonlinear μFE 
models. It has been shown that simple homogeneous linear elastic μFE 
models accurately predict local displacements, while the incorporation 
of heterogeneous material properties based on TMD did not significantly 
improve such predictions. Using elastic-viscoplastic μFE models allowed 
it then to evaluate microdamage which developed in newly formed bone 
as a consequence of the applied compressive loading in the apparent 
elastic regime. The location of microdamage was not TMD-dependent 
but including material heterogeneity led to an increase of accumu-
lated of plastic strain. 

4.1. Homogeneous linear elastic μFE models 

Addressing the first objective of this study, local displacements 
measured using DVC were used to validate linear μFE models by 
comparing DVC-measured with μFE-predicted displacement fields. To 
date, most computational bone biomechanical analyses make use of 
linear elastic models and their validation against DVC measurements has 
been extensively performed for various bone structures (Chen et al., 
2017; Costa et al., 2017; Fu et al., 2021; Zauel et al., 2006), showing that 
the use of displacement boundary conditions from DVC measurements 
allows for a more accurate prediction of the full-field displacement field 
compared to nominal (i.e. idealised) displacement or force boundary 
conditions (Chen et al., 2017; Kusins et al., 2019). Similar to those 
studies, excellent agreement between measurement and predicted dis-
placements was found (Fig. 2), suggesting that linear elastic μFE models 
can be accurately used to predict the local displacements of regenerated 
bone tissue in critical-sized defects following diverse treatments. In line 
with previous literature (Costa et al., 2017; Oliviero et al., 2018), dis-
placements in the load direction (Z-direction) showed higher correlation 
than those in the transverse directions, here particularly in the Y-di-
rection. This may have been caused by the larger displacements expe-
rienced in the loading direction and the higher uncertainties of the DVC 
method in measuring small displacements (Dall’Ara et al., 2017). The 
greater disagreement between experimental and predicted displace-
ments found in InductOs#3 and Laponite#1 bone specimen due to 
localised bone yielding (Fig. 5) was driven by their distinct and complex 
morphology. On the one hand, the InductOs#3 specimen displayed the 
largest mean Tb.Sp among all bone specimens and regions of low BV/TV 
where maximum residuals between experimental and predicted dis-
placements were observed. In this specimen, the large Tb.Sp was due to 
the presence of a large cavity which caused a localisation of the defor-
mation and, thus, early microdamage. On the other hand, the Lapon-
ite#1 bone specimen showed less developed morphology compared to 
native trabecular bone with insufficient bone bridging, thinnest 
trabeculae, and large structural heterogeneities. These structural fea-
tures caused larger differences between experimental and predicted 
displacements. Fig. 5 showed that these differences were collocated with 
occurring microdamage. 

4.2. Heterogeneous linear elastic μFE models 

The second objective of this study aimed at incorporating tissue 
heterogeneities in the linear μFE models. The bone specimens studied 
here displayed large differences in their mineral content, with areas of 
highly mineralised mature trabeculae next to regions of low mineralised 
woven bone. To account for such differences, Young’s moduli were 
derived from a combination of TMD measurements based on calibrated 
XCT images and elastic tissue modulus based on nanoindentation mea-
surements. A linear relationship was defined, as previously described in 
the literature, and the range of Young’s moduli (3.14 GPa to 19.75 GPa) 
used in this study was taken from experiments performed on trabecular 
bone from an ovine vertebra (Harrison et al., 2008). It could be argued 
that the local mechanical properties of the newly formed bone may be 
different from those of mature trabecular bone. Other studies, however, 

Table 3 
Statistical analysis of correlations between experimental DVC-measured and 
predicted local displacement magnitude using a homogeneous linear μFE models 
at 3% global nominal strain in regions where nonlinear μFE models predicted 
(D > 0) or not (D = 0) microdamage. Data are reported for predictions of 
displacement magnitudes. For each bone specimen mean absolute error (MAE), 
root mean squared error (RMSE), maximum error (MaxErr) and concordance 
correlation coefficient (rc) are reported.  

Specimen Region MAE in μm RMSE in μm MaxErr in μm rc 

Autograft#1 D = 0 0.64 0.60 2.75 0.99 
D > 0 0.71 0.85 4.02 0.99 

Autograft#2 D = 0 0.62 0.49 1.87 0.99 
D > 0 0.78 0.87 3.43 0.96 

InductOs#1 D = 0 1.26 2.36 4.08 0.99 
D > 0 1.31 2.66 5.35 0.99 

InductOs#2 D = 0 0.36 0.20 1.58 0.98 
D > 0 0.56 0.47 2.91 0.96 

InductOs#3 D = 0 1.73 5.02 9.28 0.90 
D > 0 3.29 17.59 10.11 0.69 

Laponite#1 D = 0 1.19 3.69 15.35 0.97 
D > 0 1.71 5.49 12.72 0.95 

Laponite#2 D = 0 0.43 0.32 2.18 0.97 
D > 0 0.43 0.31 2.69 0.95 

Blank D = 0 1.08 1.84 3.95 0.98 
D > 0 1.06 1.75 3.54 0.98  
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have reported similar ranges for newly formed bone nine weeks 
post-fracture (Manjubala et al., 2009). In this study, negligible differ-
ences between linear homogeneous and heterogeneous μFE models were 
observed, both in local displacements and strains, suggesting that for 
newly formed bone in the healing phase, the microstructure dominates 
bone micromechanics. This is in agreement with previous literature, 
where it is well established that the heterogeneous mineralisation of 
trabecular bone due to constant remodelling has only a minor influence 
on the apparent mechanical properties (Gross et al., 2012; Yu et al., 
2021) and local deformations (Fu et al., 2021), thus, homogeneous 
material models may be sufficient to predict the elastic micromechanical 
response of newly formed bone structures. 

4.3. Homogeneous nonlinear μFE models 

To address the third objective, nonlinear μFE models were used to 
evaluate early microdamage in newly formed bone tissue in the 
apparent elastic regime, thus, extending the capabilities of the DVC 
method. To do so, a linear elastic-viscoplastic material model 

(Schwiedrzik and Zysset, 2013) with an isotropic quadric yield criterion 
featuring a blunted Drucker-Prager cone (Schwiedrzik et al., 2013), that 
has previously been used to accurately predict stiffness and yield 
strength in trabecular bone specimens (Schwiedrzik et al., 2016), was 
used. To the authors knowledge, a validation of nonlinear μFE models 
against DVC-measured displacements has not yet been reported. Fig. S7 
shows that using such a material model in the μFE models improved the 
correlation and accuracy between experimental and computed dis-
placements, with the worst correlations (i.e. InductOs#3 specimen at 
1% compression) of displacement magnitudes increasing from rc > 0.64 
for the linear μFE models to rc > 0.75. Although larger MaxErr were 
found, MAE and RMSE remained <2.36 μm and, thus, close to the pre-
cision of the DVC measurements with Bland-Altman plots showing that 
mean difference for specimens displaying the largest MaxErr was <2.00 
μm (Fig. S8). The larger MaxErr may result from outliers which were not 
removed and could have been caused by large, localised deformations 
experienced in some bone regions. Also, the spatial resolution of the 
DVC-measurements was 200 μm for this study and may have led to 
under- or overestimation of local displacements when averaging the 

Fig. 5. Development of local microdamage over the three applied compression steps for (a) Laponite#2 and (b) InductOs#3 bone specimens. From the full μFE model 
(top row) a region of interest consisting of (a) newly formed trabecular bone and (b) containing large number of small pores is shown. The norm of the stress tensor 
(||σ||) with corresponding sign (middle row) indicates the mode of the damage: tension (sign(σ : n) > 0) or compression (sign(σ : n) < 0). Arrows around the local 
damage regions (bottom row) indicate (a) those trabeculae failing in tension (red arrows), perpendicular to the loading direction (Z-axis) or compression (blue 
arrows), parallel to the loading direction (Z-axis) and (b) damage as a result of tensile stress concentration at the pores (black arrows) or osteocyte lacunae 
(white arrows). 
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values across a subvolume. Another possible explanation may be the 
choice of the linear hardening used to describe the post yield behaviour 
for the nonlinear μFE models. Yet, a hardening modulus of 5% of the 
Young’s modulus was shown to lead to good agreement between 
computational and experimental data (Bayraktar et al., 2004; 
Schwiedrzik et al., 2016; Stipsitz et al., 2020). Most importantly, plas-
ticity forms in localised ‘hinges’ so that the post yield behaviour may not 
have a large effect on the predicted displacements. 

The predicted microdamaged regions within the bone specimens 
were localised next to areas in which displacement residuals between 
experimental and linear μFE computational data were larger (Fig. 4, 
Table 3). Other authors have previously suggested that the higher errors 

between DVC-measurements and μFE predictions in some bone regions 
may be related to local bone tissue yielding (Costa et al., 2017; Palanca 
et al., 2022). This was demonstrated in this study, illustrating the need 
for nonlinear models to accurately capture the micromechanics of newly 
formed bone as microdamage develops even when specimens are sub-
jected to strains within the apparent elastic regime. Microdamage pat-
terns were different among the analysed specimens, although some 
trends were observable. For Laponite#1, Laponite#2, and InductOs#2 
specimens which exhibited inferior trabecular-like morphology, signif-
icantly thinner trabeculae, and low degree of anisotropy, microdamage 
accumulated within the newly formed trabeculae at low apparent 
strains. Despite the compressive nature of the experiment, large amounts 
of microdamage were associated with regions primarily loaded in ten-
sion in those specimens. Apparent compression translates into a bending 
problem for perpendicular trabeculae or a buckling problem for aligned 
trabeculae. In both load cases tensile stresses are present so that the 
lower tensile yield stress leads to earlier failure and accumulation of 
microdamage associated with tensile loading (Fig. 5). This corroborates 
findings by Stipsitz et al. (2020) who reported similar microdamage 
mechanisms. Bone specimens displaying a more regular morphology 
with mature trabeculae or at the interface of pre-existing native bone 
tissue, such as the Autograft specimens, InductOS#1 and InductOS#3, 
tended to accumulate microdamage in trabeculae close to the surface of 
the mesh with a predominance of microdamage associated with 

Table 4 
Percentage of elements that are damaged (D > 0), and those in tension (D+) or 
compression (D− ) in each bone specimen and compression step as predicted by 
the homogeneous nonlinear μFE models.  

Specimen Compression step D > 0 in % D+ in % D− in%  

Autograft#1 1% 0.23 0.16 0.07  
2% 1.42 0.05 1.15  
3% 1.20 0.37 1.05  

Autograft#2 1% 0.00 0.00 0.00  
2% 0.30 0.27 0.03  
3% 0.53 0.37 0.16  

InductOs#1 1% 1.33 1.24 0.09  
2% 3.05 0.66 2.40  
3% 6.03 1.54 4.49  

InductOs#2 1% 0.08 0.07 0.01  
2% 0.10 0.03 0.07  
3% 1.48 0.24 1.23  

InductOs#3 1% 3.47 1.07 2.40  
2% 12.84 0.77 12.06  
3% 13.51 0.84 12.67  

Laponite#1 1% 0.33 0.23 0.10  
2% 2.59 0.97 1.62  
3% 10.52 4.19 6.32  

Laponite#2 1% 4.78 4.75 0.03  
2% 4.80 4.76 0.05  
3% 8.08 5.48 2.60  

Blank 1% 0.00 0.00 0.00  
2% 0.22 0.20 0.02  
3% 3.24 0.46 2.78   

Fig. 6. Development of local microdamage for InductOs#1 bone specimen. The norm of the stress tensor (||σ||) with corresponding sign indicating the mode of the 
damage (tension (sign(σ : n) > 0) or compression (sign(σ : n) < 0)) as well as the local damage value, D, are shown over the three compression steps (top row), 
demonstrating the tensile stresses accumulation around the smallest pore and consequent damage. XCT cross-section in the unload (a) and loaded (b) configuration 
allowed the identification of microcrack initiation in correspondence with the μFE-predicted highly tensile stresses (c) and (d) damage. Microcracks perpendicular to 
(white arrow) and parallel to the trabecular surface (black arrows) were seen across trabeculae. 

Table 5 
Percentage of elements that are damaged (D > 0) in each bone specimen at 3% 
applied compression as predicted by the nonlinear homogeneous (DHM) and 
heterogenous (DHT) elastic-viscoplastic μFE models as well as the difference in 
damaged elements over the total number of elements (NEl).  

Specimen DHM > 0 in % DHT > 0 in % (DHT − DHM)/NEl in%  

Autograft#1 1.20 1.36 0.14  
Autograft#2 0.53 0.59 0.08  
InductOs#1 6.03 6.18 0.48  
InductOs#2 1.48 1.68 0.23  
InductOs#3 13.51 12.85 − 0.71  
Laponite#1 10.52 11.01 0.83  
Laponite#2 8.08 8.75 0.48  
Blank 3.24 3.57 0.34   
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compression rather than tension. This may have been caused by cutting 
the bone specimens which results in some trabeculae with reduced 
cross-sectional area which then experienced higher stresses. In addition, 
the high-resolution of the XCT images and consequently the μFE meshes 
(i.e. 20 μm element size) allowed it to identify higher stresses and 
microdamage in structurally weak points. Even within these artificially 
weakened structures, weaker points within these regions were identified 
as small voids acting as stress concentrators in the structure (Figs. 5 and 
6). The fact that higher stresses are supported by the more mature 
trabeculae may prevent the localisation of critical microdamage in 
woven bone tissue. Ultimately, this shielding would support the bone 
healing process. 

Even though the in situ XCT experiment was limited to the apparent 
elastic regime (Peña Fernández et al., 2020a), a considerable number of 
elements surpassed the yield point and were damaged even at 1% 
applied compression. Considering that at such an apparent compression 

step the maximum displacements in the analysed volume of interest 
were ~30 μm, this can be translated as apparent nominal strains ~0.8%, 
while apparent nominal strains remained <1.5% in the third compres-
sion step (i.e. ~50 μm maximum displacement). This agrees with find-
ings by Morgan et al., (2004) and Stipsitz et al., (2020) where localised 
tissue level yielding and, consequently, early microdamage occurred 
prior to the apparent yield strain point, in the apparent elastic regime. At 
such small deformations, local information of the damage is very diffi-
cult to obtain experimentally. Staining (Moore and Gibson, 2002) or 
synchrotron radiation phase-contrast XCT (Wolfram et al., 2016) of bone 
specimens loaded beyond yield has previously been used to characterise 
crack patterns in bone. However, those approaches would not allow 
tracking of the microdamage mechanism in one specimen. In contrast, in 
situ XCT experiments have shown great potential to evaluate crack 
patterns in bone tissue under step-wise or continuous mechanical 
loading (Lu et al., 2019; Peña Fernández et al., 2021; 2020b, 2019). In 

Fig. 7. 3D comparison of accumulated plastic strain, κ, predicted using homogeneous and heterogeneous nonlinear μFE models at 3% applied compression for all 
bone specimens. 
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Fig. 8. 2D comparison of accumulated 
plastic strain predicted using homogeneous 
and heterogeneous nonlinear μFE models at 
3% applied compression for four selected 
bone specimens. For each bone specimen the 
XCT cross-section is shown (first column) 
and it was overlayed to the accumulated 
plastic strain from homogeneous μFE models 
(κHM) (second column), the tissue mineral 
density-dependant Young’s modulus (E) 
(third column) and the accumulated plastic 
strain from heterogeneous μFE models (κHM) 
(fourth column).   

Fig. 9. Distribution of the accumulated plastic strain, κ, predicted using homogeneous (green) and heterogeneous (purple) nonlinear μFE models at 3% applied 
compression for all bone specimens. The violin plot outlines illustrate the normalised kernel probability density, i.e., the width of the shaded area represents the 
proportion of elements for a given κ value. Median values are indicated by horizontal lines and quartiles by black boxes. 
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this study, the resolution of the XCT images (5 μm voxel size) did not 
allow for a clear identification of microcracks, for which sub-micron 
resolution would have been necessary (Larrue et al., 2011; Wolfram 
et al., 2016). Yet some cracks were detected in regions were micro-
damage was predicted by the nonlinear μFE models even if the speci-
mens did not reach the apparent yield point (Fig. 6). This serves as an 
additional, qualitative validation of the nonlinear μFE model and in-
creases the reliability of local results. Nevertheless, future studies using 
sub-micron resolution would be beneficial to fully validate the capa-
bilities of the nonlinear μFE model to predict microdamage at the 
microscale. This would complement previous research on damage pre-
diction on a macroscopic length-scale using similar constitutive models 
(Dall’Ara et al., 2013; Hosseini et al., 2012). 

4.4. Heterogeneous nonlinear μFE models 

The last objective of this study aimed to evaluate the impact of 
material heterogeneity on tissue microdamage. Once woven bone is 
formed in critical-sized defects and the remodelling phase of bone 
healing starts, the implanted biomaterials need to enable the sensing of 
mechanical stimuli while degrading to allow bone to fully integrate 
without stress shielding (Winkler et al., 2018). In the case of bone grafts, 
such as bioceramics or bioglasses, which display higher stiffness than 
bone, it has been observed that the large material gradient at the 
interface between unresorbed biomaterial and new bone tissue creates a 
weak interface in which failure may occur in the event of a postoperative 
overloading scenario (Peña Fernández et al., 2019). However, the fastest 
degradation of collagen scaffolds like the ones used in this study pro-
mote minor differences in material properties (i.e., TMD differences). As 
such, early mineralisation clusters embedded within the woven bone as 
a results of BMP release do not create early damage accumulation, and 
thus, a compromised structure. As a result, this study has shown that the 
location of microdamage is dominated by the trabecular bone structure 
rather than TMD differences. Nevertheless, including TMD-dependent 
material properties (i.e., stiffness and yield stresses) led to a small in-
crease in damaged elements (Table 4) and slight, but significant, higher 
accumulation of plastic strain in the damaged regions (Fig. 8). The ex-
ceptions observed for the Autograft#1 and InductOs#3 specimens, 
which displayed a lesser plastic strain accumulation and a decrease of 
damage elements, respectively, may be due to the more mature 
trabeculae within their structure that feature TMD higher than the 
average where microdamage occurred. Although failure location could 
be accurately predicted using nonlinear homogeneous μFE models, the 
onset of microdamage as well as its evolution could be more accurately 
described using heterogeneous μFE models, as the lower yield point in 
the less mineralised bone regions could drive microdamage initiation 
and propagation. This is in line with findings by Yu et al., (2021) and 
Knowles et al., (2021) who reported a slight improvement in the pre-
dictions of yield strength and ultimate forces in trabecular and sub-
chondral bone, respectively, using bilinear heterogeneous elastoplastic 
μFE models. It can be then concluded that the more robust heteroge-
neous linear elastic-viscoplastic damage model used in this study may 
improve the predictions of bone strength. Despite the number of mate-
rials used in the heterogeneous μFE models was restricted to ten, it 
allowed to capture the TMD variations in the bone specimens (Fig. 1), 
including early mineralisation clusters and low mineralised regions. 
Increasing the number of materials neither affected the number of 
damaged elements nor the accumulated plastic strain magnitude 
(Fig. S10). This highlights the negligible affect that smooth TMD gra-
dients have on the overall mechanical response of the newly regenerated 
bone structures. 

4.5. Limitations 

Validation of μFE model predictions were limited to local displace-
ments similar to other studies reported in the literature (Costa et al., 

2017; Oliviero et al., 2018; Palanca et al., 2022). This choice was driven 
by the differences in strain computation methods using DVC and FE 
approaches. While the spatial resolution of the DVC measurements was 
200 μm, the element size in the μFE models was ten times smaller (20 
μm). Thus, a direct comparison of local strain values will not be accu-
rate. Fig. S11 shows a qualitative comparison of the strain distributions 
measured using DVC and predicted by the μFE model, demonstrating 
large disagreements between both methods specifically in regions of 
thin, newly formed trabeculae (i.e. InductOs#2 and Laponite bone 
specimens). While DVC strain measurements result from the average 
deformation of the entire cubic subvolume, μFE provides localised strain 
values and consequently a more heterogeneous strain distribution. 
Nevertheless, highly strained areas identified in either approach seemed 
to agree, which strengthens the reliability of the μFE model predictions. 
The spatial resolution of the DVC measurements could be further 
improved using higher-resolution XCT imaging utilising, for example, 
synchrotron sources (Dall’Ara et al., 2017; Madi et al., 2020; Peña 
Fernández et al., 2019; Turunen et al., 2020). However, the use of 
synchrotron radiation comes with the limitation of irradiation-induced 
microdamage when exposure to X-ray is prolonged to acquire suffi-
cient data that allows to track mechanical microdamage (Peña Fernán-
dez et al., 2018a,b). Additionally, decreasing the DVC subvolume size 
would reduce the number of trackable features within trabecular bone 
tissue, and consequently the precision of the method. 

In this study, a correlation between experimental and predicted 
apparent mechanical properties (i.e. stiffness) or peak forces of the bone 
specimens was not performed for two reasons: (i) XCT images were 
limited to a 5 mm field of view of the extracted ~5 mm diameter x 10 
mm length bone cores, and only a central volume of interest was used for 
the μFE models and (ii) the pronounced stress relaxation between the 
compression steps would not allow for an accurate definition of 
apparent structural parameters as peak forces in the second and third 
loading steps are underestimated. At each compression step, the 
displacement applied to the loading stage actuator was kept fixed, and 
specimens were allowed to settle until a steady state was reached. This 
applied compression results in the deformation not only of the bone 
specimens, but also the endcaps and the loading system. As such, 
apparent yielding and/or failure of the bone specimens was not reached 
at 3% applied compression, similarly to previous in situ XCT studies 
(Nazarian and Müller, 2004; Peña Fernández et al., 2021; Turunen et al., 
2020). During the acquisition of the XCT images small changes in the 
displacement fields are expected (Peña Fernández et al., 2021), while 
the inherent time-dependent behaviour of bone tissue leads to a redis-
tribution of stresses in the specimen. The stress relaxation behaviour 
may therefore be a reason why a slight decrease of microdamaged ele-
ments in the Autograft#1 bone specimen and a stress redistribution in 
the InductOs#1 specimen (Fig. 6) were observed between 2% and 3% 
compression. Stress relaxation was not modelled in this study, and it can 
be assumed that the predicted stress-state resembles that at the peak 
force and overestimates the actual stress state of the bone specimens 
during consecutive loading in the experiment. Nevertheless, the fact that 
microdamage was predicted even at 1% applied compression and 
accumulated during the following steps demonstrates that the relaxation 
observed during the experiment would not shield the specimens from 
suffering microdamage. Additional experiments may focus on the 
characterisation of the viscoelasticity of newly formed bone by 
combining stress relaxation tests, DVC, and viscoelastic-viscoplastic μFE 
models to better understand its time-dependent deformation and stress 
redistribution due to quasi-physiologic dynamic loading. This could 
assist the design of optimal BMP-2 delivery systems, where viscoelastic 
properties may be tuned to facilitate osseointegration and efficiently 
transmit mechanical loads generated by physiological movements 
(Huang et al., 2019). 
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4.6. Outlook 

The large variations in the morphological parameters of the analysed 
specimens provided a good set of data to validate the μFE models and 
deduce relationships between microstructural and mechanical behav-
iour. As such, the superior mechanical competence of the more mature 
trabecular bone in autograft and blank specimens was demonstrated 
since this optimal structure led to a lower accumulation of microdamage 
compared to the compromised thin trabeculae and insufficient bridging 
in biomaterial-induced newly formed bone (Fig. 4). Future work may 
focus on using such μFE models with larger samples sizes and on whole 
defect regions to enable in situ predictions of the biomechanical strength 
of newly formed bone induced by osteoinductive biomaterials. This 
would allow to identify mechanically critical areas in the defect regions 
and drive the optimisation of BMP-2 delivery systems to provide local 
mechanical stability. In addition, these models allow it to assess the 
contribution of the achieved regeneration to the local mechanical 
behaviour of these complex structures when subjected to physiological 
and/or supraphysiological loading. This could ultimately serve as a 
screening tool for novel biomaterials or reducing and refining the 
number of animals needed. Finally, if coupled with mechanobiological 
models, predictions of long-term bone healing and remodelling could be 
obtained. To date, most of the bone fracture healing and remodelling 
algorithms are based on stress or strain-based mechanical stimulus 
(García-Aznar et al., 2021) and generally assume a linear elastic me-
chanical behaviour (Sandino and Lacroix, 2011; Schulte et al., 2011; 
Verbruggen et al., 2012). Here, it has been shown that even at small 
deformations, local tissue damage may occur. More importantly, this 
damage may concentrate in critical areas such as osteocyte lacunae 
(Figs. 5 and 8) within the newly formed bone tissue. As bone micro-
damage is an important stimulus for bone remodelling (Herman et al., 
2010; Prendergast and Huiskes, 1996) including nonlinear mechanical 
behaviour together with material heterogeneity in bone tissue mecha-
nobiology μFE models will provide a deeper understanding on how 
mechanical loads transferred to the tissue are sensed by osteocytes and 
the type of response (resorption or formation) they activate. 

5. Conclusions 

The combination of DVC-measured displacements and validated 
nonlinear μFE models allows to evaluate early microdamage in newly 
formed bone induced by osteoinductive biomaterials in critical-sized 
defects that were subjected to low apparent deformations. Homoge-
neous linear elastic μFE models can accurately predict local displace-
ments measured using DVC in newly formed bone. Material 
heterogeneities derived from variations in tissue mineralisation does not 
improve correlations of these displacement measurements as the 
microstructure dominates the mechanical behaviour. Displacements 
predicted by linear μFE models showed large disagreement in yielded 
bone regions which was improved by using nonlinear μFE models. Local 
tissue microdamage accumulated in the apparent elastic regime as a 
result of stress concentration in structural critical regions such as voids 
and cavities or sub-optimal biomaterial-induced thin trabeculae, inde-
pendently on the mineralisation. However, while localisation of damage 
was similar between homogeneous and heterogeneous models, the 
amount of damage and plastic strain accumulation were larger when 
TMD-dependent materials properties were employed. The validated 
nonlinear μFE models used here have the potential to aid biomechanical 
strength analysis of newly formed bone tissue to improve the under-
standing between achieved in vivo bone regeneration and mechanical 
competence. Ultimately such methods will assist the development of 
biomaterials that enable early mobilisation without increasing the risk 
of failure as a treatment for critical-sized defects. 
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